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Abstract

This paper addresses the development of an Automatic Speech Recognition system for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and its extension to Algerian dialect. Algerian dialect is very different from Arabic dialects of the Middle-East, since it is highly influenced by the French language. In this article, we start by presenting the new automatic speech recognition named ALASR (Arabic Loria Automatic Speech Recognition) system. The acoustic model of ALASR is based on a DNN approach and the language model is a classical n-gram. Several options are investigated in this paper to find the best combination of models and parameters. ALASR achieves good results for MSA in terms of WER (14.02%), but it completely collapses on an Algerian dialect data set of 70 minutes (a WER of 89%). In order to take into account the impact of the French language, on the Algerian dialect, we combine in ALASR two acoustic models, the original one (MSA) and a French one trained on ESTER corpus. This solution has been adopted because no transcribed speech data for Algerian dialect are available. This combination leads to a substantial absolute reduction of the word error of 24%.
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1. Introduction

Modern Standard Arabic, generally referred as MSA (Alfus’ha in Arabic), is the variety of Arabic that was retained as the official language in all Arab countries, and as a common language between them. Standard Arabic is not acquired as a mother tongue, but rather it is learned as a second language at school and through exposure to formal broadcast programs (such as the daily news), religious practice and newspapers reading. MSA is characterized by a complex morphology and a rich vocabulary, since it is a very old language, and it can still be understood in its original form in a better way than French or English. It is an inflectional and agglutinative language; let’s recall that compared to English, an Arabic word (or more rigorously a lexical entry) can sometimes correspond to a whole English sentence.
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The grammatical system of Arabic language is based on a root and pattern structure, which uses more than 10000 roots and 900 patterns [5]. Arabic words are derived from roots by using patterns. However, most of Arab people do not use MSA in their daily conversations, since their mother tongue is an Arabic dialect, which is derived from MSA. Furthermore, for each region, there is one or several dialects influenced by the history of the region itself. New words borrowed from English, Turkish, Spanish, Italian or French are integrated in the vocabulary of these dialects. Some of these new words are used such as in the original language, but others are altered in order to respect the morphological structure of the Arabic language. For instance, the French word casseroles (pans), which is pronounced /k a s r o l/, has been borrowed and integrated in Algerian dialect. It is written in this dialect as follows: كسروات which is uttered /k a s r o n a: t/.

Our objective in this paper is to present the development of an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system for MSA (namely ALASR: Arabic Loria Automatic Speech Recognition), to evaluate its performance on MSA data and then to test it on a corpus that is not entirely MSA. This corpus is composed of Algerian dialect sentences extracted from PADIC [17].

The development of such system requires to take into account the characteristics of MSA (highly inflectional and agglutinative language), several studies have dealt with some of these issues. In [10], [11], [19] and [9], the authors proposed to use morphological segmentation to reduce the size of the lexicon. In some of these works they maintain the quality of the ASR and for others they improve the quality of their systems.

The absence of diacritics in Arabic texts is a serious issue for many applications in Natural Language Processing (NLP). For every Arabic root which is not vocalized, the ASR system has to consider all the possibilities of pronunciations or has to restore the diacritics. For example, the word قبل can be pronounced such as: قبل /q a b l a/ (before), قبل /q a b i l a/ (accepted) or قبل /q u b i l a/ (was kissed) and it also has other diacritizations, which are not listed here.

It is shown in [10] that using short vowels in the training transcripts and applying a morphological decomposition on the vocabulary, improved the Word Error Rate (WER).

In speech recognition, the bulk of works proposed in the literature is intended for MSA, while only few works are dedicated to Arabic dialects. This is mainly due to the lack of Arabic dialect data [25, 6]. The efforts made, until now, to develop ASR for Arabic dialects concern those considered as close to MSA, namely Iraqi [3], Egyptian [7], Qatari [13] and Leventine [23, 12, 21]. However, there are few ASR systems for Maghrebi dialects especially those used in Algeria. The main characteristic of Algerian dialect is the code-switching, meaning a speaker alternates between MSA and the native dialect, which is influenced by French, Berber and Turkish.

In this work, we decided to test ALASR system on Algerian dialect since it is difficult to develop an entire ASR due to the lack of data necessary for training the acoustic model. To deal with this issue, some changes on the acoustic and language models have been made, in order to make ALASR system doing its best on Algerian dialect.

In the next section, a description of ALASR system is presented. Section 3 gives an overview of the differences between MSA and Algerian dialect and presents the modifications adopted in order to make ALASR usable with Algerian dialect. Experimental results are discussed in Section 3.4.

2. ALASR: Arabic Loria Automatic Speech Recognition system

A speech recognition system needs at least two components: an acoustic model and a language model. In the following, each component is described by presenting the different steps required to train each model. Training necessitates two kinds of data: acoustic and textual, which are presented in the following.

2.1. Acoustic model

The development of the acoustic model is based on Kaldi [20], which is a state-of-the-art toolkit for speech recognition based on Weighted Finite State Transducers [18]. The recipe used relies on 13-dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features with their first and second order temporal derivatives, which leads to 39-dimensional acoustic features. For Arabic, 35 acoustic models (28 consonants, 6 vowels and silence) are trained. The emission probabilities of the HMM models are estimated by DNN (namely DNN-HMM). The DNN-HMM are trained
by applying sMBR criterion [24] and using 40 dimensional features vector (fMLLR) [14] for speaker adaptation. The topology of the neural network is as follows: a 440-dimensional input layer (40 × 11 fMLLR vectors), 6 hidden layers composed of 2048 nodes each and a 4264-dimensional output layer, which represents the number of HMM states. The total number of weights to estimate is about 30.6 million.

2.2. Language model

In Arabic, even in newspapers, few words could be simplified especially at the beginning or at the end by replacing a specific letter by another one or by omitting the hamza symbol. Unfortunately, both written forms of a word may exist in a same document. This leads to share a probability over two forms that correspond to the same word. For instance, the word استعمال (uses) is the right way to write it, but people could omit the hamza and write it such as: استعمال. Obviously, this is not the only case, several other points have to be treated. Some of them are specific to Arabic and others are used in the majority of natural languages. That is why, in NLP applications dedicated to Arabic, a preprocessing of the textual data is necessary before calculating the language model. For our case, the rules described in Table 1 are adopted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email addresses - URL paths - Special characters</td>
<td>Remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation - Non-Arabic texts - Diacritics</td>
<td>Conversion into words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>Separation from the following word, by using Farassa toolkit [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prefix (and)</td>
<td>Concatenation to the following word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prefixes س ل أ ل ف ب and the Others</td>
<td>Suppression of the duplicated letters انرجال → انرجال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The stretched words</td>
<td>Insertion of a space after this letter (this letter is always written at the end of the word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Writing it literally (15:30 → 15:30 دقيقة)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortened forms</td>
<td>Replacement by the sequence of corresponding words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operations presented in Table 1 are applied to the text corpus, which is composed by GigaWord and speech transcripts used to train the acoustic model. As this data set is unbalanced, a 4-gram language model has been developed for each part of this corpus, and they are then combined linearly. The optimal weights are determined in order to maximize the likelihood of the development corpus. Due to memory constraints, the full 4-gram language model has been pruned by minimizing the relative entropy between the full and the pruned model [22].

2.3. Vocabulary

In ASR, the vocabulary has to be representative of what should be recognized by the system. That is why, we first selected the 109K most frequent words from GigaWord and all the words that occur more than 3 times in the corpus corresponding to the speech transcripts. Afterwards, only the words, for which at least one pronunciation does exist in an external lexicon [8], are kept. In fact, this lexicon is used as a lookup table from which the pronunciations of the selected words are extracted and inserted in the pronunciation lexicon of the ALASR system. This process produces a vocabulary of 95K unique grapheme entries that correspond to 485K pronunciation variants. In other words, each grapheme entry has an average of 5 pronunciation variants.

2.4. Data

Concerning the acoustic data, 63 hours extracted from Nemlar and NetDC corpora have been used. They correspond to MSA broadcast news recorded from four different radio stations: Medi1, Radio Orient (France), RMC
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(Radio Monte Carlo) and RTM (Radio Television Maroc) between 2001 and 2005. The data are split randomly into 
three parts (Train, Dev and Test): 83% are used for training (315K words), 9% for tuning (31K words) and the rest 
(8%, 31K words) for evaluating the performance of the system.

Concerning the language model, a collection of textual data is required. Two corpora are used in our case: the tran-
scripts of the acoustic training data and the Gigaword\textsuperscript{3} Arabic corpus. The transcripts of the acoustic training data 
contain 315K words with a total of 34K unique words. The Gigaword corpus consists of more than one billion words, 
which corresponds to 4 million unique words.

2.5. Evaluation

We evaluated ALASR on the MSA test data presented in the previous section. The results, in terms of Word Error 
Rate (WER) are reported in Table 2. The baseline system of ALASR achieves a WER of 15.32 on the test set; it 
should be noted that the Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate is 2.54%. In order to study the impact of the pruning on the 
performance of ALASR, experiments have been carried out with 3-gram and 2-gram language models (System 1 and 
2 in Table 2) instead of 4-gram. Experiments show that with a smaller n-grams the results are better than with a pruned 
4-gram. This is due to the fact that even if 4-grams provide longer phrases, shorter n-grams propose more phrases and 
then may have a better representation of the language. For instance, the number of bigrams is 5 times greater than the 
number of phrases of size 4 in the pruned 4-gram language model.

Table 2. WER (%) of ALASR, before and after rescoring the lattice produced by the baseline system (AM: Acoustic Model, LM: Language Model, Lex: Lexicon).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Lex</th>
<th>Dev WER</th>
<th>Test WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>pruned 4-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>15.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 1</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>3-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 2</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>2-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescoring</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>full 4-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>13.07</td>
<td>14.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to improve the results, we decided to rescore the lattice produced by the pruned 4-gram model. The 
rescoring, in this step, consists in using a better language model since, the one adopted for producing the lattice is 
pruned due to the memory limitation. When the lattice is generated, there is no more constraint of memory limitation 
and a more precise language model may be used. That is why, the previous probabilities are replaced by those provided 
by a full 4-gram without any pruning. Then the engine of ALASR generates a new hypothesis of recognition. This 
rescoring process outperforms the baseline system by 1.3%.

3. Testing ALASR on Algerian Arabic

In the previous sections, we presented ALASR, which is an automatic speech recognition system for MSA. Recogni-
tion of Arabic dialect is an interesting challenge, since data for training are not available, especially for Algerian 
Arabic. People, who are not familiar with Algerian dialect, could think that the issue is not complicated, since the 
Arabic ASR is available, one needs just few adaptations to make it working for Algerian dialect. In the following, 
some descriptions about this dialect are presented and some experiments are achieved showing that ALASR com-
pletely collapses on dialectal data.

In Algeria several dialects are used in daily communication. In this work, we deal with the one used in Algiers and its 
periphery. The vocabulary used in Algiers dialect is influenced by MSA, French, Berber and Turkish. Concerning the 
words of MSA used in the dialect, some of them are pronounced as in MSA, but for others a phonological alteration 
is done to make them easier for the pronunciation. An example of an altered MSA word is 
\textit{بيته} (house), which is pronounced /b a j t/ in MSA and /b i: t/ in Algerian dialect. As regards to the usage of new words, Algerian dialect

\textsuperscript{3} https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011T11
mainly borrows words from the French language. These borrowed French words could be classified into two categories [16]. The first one concerns French words that are phonologically altered and the second one concerns words that are pronounced exactly as in French. Table 3 illustrates this categorization with four borrowed French words: the first two are pronounced as if they were Arabic words by using the closest Arabic phonemes, while the last two are pronounced as in French. Consequently, the issue of using French phonemes in an Algerian dialect ASR should be handled.

Table 3. Examples of borrowed French words used in Algerian dialect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialect word</th>
<th>French word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>English word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>فَامِيلَة</td>
<td>famille</td>
<td>/f a m i l j a/</td>
<td>family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كُورْنِة</td>
<td>cuisine</td>
<td>/k u: z i n a/</td>
<td>kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قَاطِعُ</td>
<td>gâteau</td>
<td>/g a t o/</td>
<td>cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كُوْنِيِّسُوُن</td>
<td>connexion</td>
<td>/k o n e k s j 5/</td>
<td>connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These previous issues concerned some phonetic specificities of Algerian dialect. Concerning the textual corpus, except social network data, it is difficult to find resources for dialect. The issue is that in social network, there is no standardization in the way of writing a word [2]. In addition, to write the words with foreign phonemes, new symbols have been added to the 28 letters of MSA.

What we propose in the following is to use ALASR to recognize Algerian dialect; to do that we should take into account the characteristics of this dialect.

3.1. Acoustic model

Because in Algerian dialect, French words are used, one should modelize the corresponding phonemes in the acoustic model. Table 4 presents the most frequent French phonemes that are used in Algiers dialect. The initial list of 34 MSA acoustic models should be extended by these French phonemes. An ideal approach would be to train or adapt this new set of models on a transcribed corpus of spoken dialect. Unfortunately, such a resource is not available. Because the task of training the acoustic models, on only the 13 French phonemes presented in Table 4 is difficult, we decided to train all the acoustic models corresponding to the 31 French phonemes. These French acoustic models are then added to the 34 original MSA models.

The French acoustic models are trained on 13 hours of ESTER (Evaluation of Broadcast News enriched transcription systems) corpus [15]. Finally, a DNN-HMM model is built by combining French and Arabic acoustic data.

3.2. Language model

The free way of writing the words in the dialect impacts the estimation of the probabilities of the language model. In fact, unlike MSA where linguistic rules and a typographic writing system have to be respected, there is neither standard, nor rules, to write the dialectal words. For example the MSA phrase قَالَت لي (she told me) can be written as it is pronounced قَالَت or it could be written as in MSA. To deal with the issue of dialect writing, the authors of PADIC corpus [17] adopted the following writing rules: if a dialectal word does exist in MSA, it must be written such as in MSA, otherwise the word is written as it is pronounced. They extended also the list of MSA characters by the following ones: ب/ب/، ض/ض/، ص/ص/ and غ/غ/.

We interpolated 3 bigram language models, the two first are trained respectively on the Gigaword and on the speech transcripts of the MSA acoustic training data. The third language model is trained on PADIC, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest corpus of Algerian dialect. It includes 6400 parallel dialectal sentences aligned with their corresponding MSA translation. The weights of linear interpolation are optimized in such a way that the likelihood is maximal on a development corpus composed by a mixture of 44K words of MSA and Algerian dialect.
Table 4. The French phonemes used in Algerian dialect with an example of dialectal word for each phoneme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Dialect word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>English gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>مأشتر</td>
<td>/m a s t e r/</td>
<td>master degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>باتش</td>
<td>/b a t sh/</td>
<td>luggage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>پورتال</td>
<td>/p o r t a l/</td>
<td>cell phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/v/</td>
<td>جوفور</td>
<td>/j o f o r/</td>
<td>power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>سيكريتي</td>
<td>/s e k r i t e/</td>
<td>security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>شورمون</td>
<td>/s h o r m o n/</td>
<td>surely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ø/</td>
<td>شومور</td>
<td>/s h o m o r/</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>كوكأر</td>
<td>/k o k a r/</td>
<td>the cousin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>كونتر</td>
<td>/k o n t e r/</td>
<td>against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>جيمس</td>
<td>/g e m s/</td>
<td>right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Dialect vocabulary

The list of words that will constitute the entries of the vocabulary are extracted from PADIC. But, for speech recognition, the pronunciation of each entry is necessary. There is no resource available containing the phonetic representation of Algerian dialect words. However, a recent work [16] proposed a rule-based grapheme-to-phoneme converter for Algerian dialect. We used this method to produce the phonetic representations of the different entries. Finally, the vocabulary is composed of 4390 unique words with an average of 1.03 pronunciation variants per grapheme entry. This vocabulary dedicated to Algerian dialect has been included into the initial MSA vocabulary of ALASR.

Figure 1 gives details about the distribution of the dialectal words. 42% of the words are exclusively from Algerian dialect, the rest are words from MSA. Among these MSA words, 46% have a different pronunciation, in comparison to the MSA word, 17% have the same pronunciation and 37% do not exist in the initial vocabulary of ALASR system.

3.4. Evaluation

Before evaluating ALASR on the dialectal corpus, checking its robustness is desirable, since its acoustic model has been modified to model both MSA and French phones. The objective of this test is to evaluate the impact of the use of a French acoustic model in an ASR system, which has to recognize Arabic and not French. We did an evaluation with this new model on the test corpus on which the original ALASR has been tested. To make the comparison easy, the results of Section 2.5, have been reported in Table 5.

Despite a 1.86% degradation of the word error rate, combining MSA and French phones in the acoustic model leads to acceptable performance on MSA data. Consequently this new version of ALASR can be used on Algerian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Lex</th>
<th>Dev WER</th>
<th>Test WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>pruned 4-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>15.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 1</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>3-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>14.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 2</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>2-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture Acoustic Model</td>
<td>MSA+Fr</td>
<td>2-gram</td>
<td>MSA+dialect</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>16.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the performance on sentences pronounced in MSA is not too much affected, and as the availability of French phones in the acoustic model should help handling words of French origin.

Because no Algerian transcribed speech corpus exists and because it is necessary to evaluate our system on the dialect, the only option is to record a test corpus. That is why 1012 conversational dialect sentences with prepared transcription have been recorded, which corresponds to 1 hour and 10 minutes, by three male Algerian native speakers. This leads to a test corpus composed of 6308 words. It should be noted that the recording was carried out in a quiet recording room using headset microphone and the audio was sampled at 16 kHz.

Tests have been conducted on three variants of ALASR: the baseline with 4-gram language model and without rescoring, system 2 with bigram language model and the one with a mixture of acoustic models. The results are reported in Table 6.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Lex</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System 2</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>2-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>89.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>pruned 4-gram</td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>87.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture Acoustic Model</td>
<td>MSA+Fr</td>
<td>2-gram</td>
<td>MSA+dialect</td>
<td>65.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can notice that ALASR system collapses completely when tested on the dialect corpus. In fact, it achieves a WER of 89, while on MSA it achieves 14.42. The performance of ALASR with a 4-gram improves slightly the results and achieves a WER of 87.35. By using a mixture of acoustic models (French and MSA), the results are improved substantially (an absolute improvement of 24%). It should be noted that the OOV rate on the test data set is 18%. Even if the results are globally estimated as bad on Algerian dialect in comparison to those achieved for natural language, they could be considered as very encouraging. In fact, in the MGB2017 evaluation campaign, the baseline performance on the Egyptian dialect is of 63.8 [4]. Obviously, we can not compare the two experiments for several reasons (dialects are very different, for the Egyptian, 5 hours of transcribed speech have been used for the training, etc.), but this information is just given, in order to have an idea about the issue of recognizing dialects.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented ALASR, a speech recognition system dedicated to MSA; we evaluated it on MSA. ALASR achieves good results (a WER of 14.02). Then we tested it on Algerian dialect, which is highly influenced by French language. To take into account this specificity, we built a new acoustic model by combining two models: one for MSA and one for French. This combination leads to a WER of 65.45. This result constitutes a real improvement in comparison to the basic system of ALASR, which completely collapses on this data set. It should be mentioned that no transcribed dialectal speech data has been used in the training of the acoustic model and only 4400 sentences have been used with the initial language model. This means that the method we proposed achieves satisfactory results under these extreme conditions of training. In a future work, we will harvest data from social networks to improve the language model and we will also record few hours of data to train the acoustic model.
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